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DESIGN OF THE MAN-MACHINE INTERFACE FOR COMPUTER

COUPLED FERMENTATION

Arto Meskanen

M. Sci (Engineering)

Systems Engineer

Rintekno Oy

Three interfaces are identified in an industrial process computer system: the process/

instrumentation-computer interface, the power interface, and the man-machineinterface.

The man-machineinterface is further divided into three sub-interfaces: The plant operator-

process interface, the control room operator-automation system interface, and the process

engineer interface. The problems in designing man-machine interfaces and the results

from research work and practical experiments in human engineering are briefly discussed.

In chapters 4 and 5, the design of the man-machine interface is visualized by a short

introduction of the concepts realized in the pilot fermentor control system (PFCS), devel-

oped by Rintekno Oy.
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INTRODUCTION

 

There are three basic technological interfaces to be considered when designing an

industrial process computer system:

1. The process/instrumentation-computer system interface

2. The power interface |

3. The man-machine interface |

Depending on the application, also other interfaces may exist, eg. the computer-

computer interface within a hierarchical computer system or the data transmission

interface if the data collected by the process computer system is processed at a remote

data center.

The proper design and performance of each of these interfaces is vital to the

succesful operation of a process computer system. This paper, however, will be

confined to the design of the man-machine interface. A reader interested in the probl-

ems of instrumentation-computer interfacing or power interfacing is advised to read

the excellent survey by Theodore J. Williams (Reference 1 ) to find a comprehensive

list of papers in these fields.

The man-machine interface consists of all the hardware and software by means of

which the operating personnel of a process exchange information with the automation

system. Typically, three different sub-interfaces are found:

1. The interface between plant operators and the process equipment |

2. The interface between the control room operators and the automation

system

3. The interface between the management level personnel ( process engineers,

research engineers etc. ) and the automation system. |

This paper focuses on the sub-interface 2, beause that is the one most affected

by introduction of process computers in an industrial automation system. Also the two

remaining interfaces are included in the suggested concept of the man-machine interface

for a computer coupled fermentation plant.

2. HUMAN ENGINEERING

The first applications of industrial process computer systems usually take place in

plants, which have already reached a high level of centralized control by means of

conventional analog instrumentation. Consequently, the following problems are met:

1. What information and in which form should be exchanged between the

operator and the computer system?

2. How to locate the additional devices for operator-computer system commur

ication to the existing, possibly already crowded control room?
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3, How to divide the communication tasks between the existing instrumentation

and the new computer peripherals?

4. How the plant should be operated when specific parts in the computer system

fail?

In practice, solving problem three is more a question of technical reliability of the

total automation system, and the solution is primarily based on other aspects than comm-

unication between the system and the operator. Anyhow, there is a strong interaction

betweenthe technical solutions used in realizing an automation system and the operating

efficiency in using the system.

HUMAN ENGINEERING

Human engineering deals with the exchangeof information in man-machine systems.

Most original work to analyse man’s capabilities to receive and transmit information in

various forms was carried out by the aerospace industry. Later on, extensive tests have

been carried out to check the validity of the basic data when applied to the conditions of

a process control room. To date basic design data is available on the following topics (5)

- analog and digital displays

- coding of controls

- spatial, conceptual and manipulative compatibility

correlation between stimuli and human reaction time

- grouping of instruments, keys and annunciators

relative importance of various instruments

- failure signalling

This basic data can be directly applied to a specific part of a man-machine communic-

ation system, e.g. dimensioning an operators console, selecting of colours, character

sizes, or grouping of control keys.

Some work hasalso been carried out in the field of analysing the tasks to be performed

by process operators in an industrial control room (1, 2, 5). In this area, however, a

systematic analysis, based upon the specific properties of the processes to be monitored

and controlled is still missing. Consequently, conflicting suggestions are presented by

different authors, and generally the results are valid only for restricted types of applic-

ation. To visualize this aspect, one only needs to consider the tasks typically performed

by the operators of a continuous chemical process containing hundreds of measured

variables and almost as many control loops to those performed in operating a batch process,

where e.g. only two to three variables are continuosly measured and controlled.

To summarize, a short list on the common requirements for man-machine interface

in a process control room (1, 2, 5) is given below:

- Theinformation representing the overall status of a plant should be based on
deviations from normal operating conditions
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- A process operator can monitor a maximal amount of variables, if the data is

organized to visual patterns

- in addition to information about prevailing process conditions, also past

histories of variables are essential for the operator

- instead of producing parallel monitoring data in the form of 30 m instrument

 

I
I

panels, the man-machine interface should concentrate the information by means |

of today’s CRT-displays located in desk-size consoles

- although parallel representation of monitoring information is utilized to

maximize the information received by operators, most control actions should

be performed as serial sequences by meansof a conversational! dialog

- derived variables should be used to indicate the process state instead of the

primary environmental variables displayed by conventional control panels

SHHE:PFESSSYSTEM

The Pilot Fermentor Control System (PFCS) developed by Rintekno Oy is a compact,

single computer system for fermentation processes, comprising measurement-, supervis-

ory-, analysis-, data acquisition-, reporting- and control tasks. A working PFCS system

is presently installed at the Technical Research Center of Finland.

The system is designed to control fermentation processes in 1 - 4 (6) fermentors. The

processes can be continuous, semicontinuous or batch type. The system can simultaneously

handle batch and continuous processes as the fermentors are run independently of each

other.

The tasks of the PFCS-systemsare:

- Act as a powerful tool providing means for effective research and supervision

of continuous, semicontinuous and batch fermentation process,

data acquisition during fermentation runs,

analysing of gathered data on-line,

storing of gathered and analysed data for off-line use ,

- real time control of fermentation processes by use of gathered and analyzed

data,

optional analysis of gathered data on-line

A scheme of the PFCS-system is presented in Fig. 1:
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Reporting in PFCS-system is centrally controlled by the process operator.

Features of PFCS reporting system:

- The reports are graphical or alphanumeric depending on the type of informat-

ion presented. The display reports are shown on easy to read 17" video

monitors.

- Ahard copy is available from all reports: Graphic reports can be copied

either on a separate hard copy unit or on a digital plotter, alphanumeric

reports can be copied on the standard report printer.

- The contents and the formats of all reports are controlled by parameter

tables, which allows their easy modification for the user’s needs.

- The reports are easy to obtain: normally only a single key press operation is

needed.

- The reports are programmed as independent modules using standard Fortran

IV-language. User specified or user programmed new reports can easily be

added to the system.
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Graphic reports

The graphic reports give a clear picture about the process state and its changes. The

information is concentrated according to importance: On the highest level only key

variables of each sub-process are shown. When more information is needed because of

changes in process state, more detailed reports are obtained by single-key press operat-

ions up to single variable details and trend diagrams. The display reports are shown on

either of the two 17" video monitors (monitors A and B) depending on the type of

information.

The standard graphic reports are: |

- plant overview diagram

- fermentor/sub-process overview diagram

- group diagram

- long interval trend

- short interval trend

- time diagram between operator specified time limits

The overview reports and the group reports are shown on monitor B, while trend

diagrams and time histories are shown on monitor A. Any graphic report can be either

hard-copied or reproduced on a digital plotter by a single key pressing.

Plant overview report

The plant overview is a graphic report displaying the states of key variablesin all

fermentors in the system. Depending on the number of fermentors connected, the display

area is divided into two or four parts. In the case of two fermentors, the overview is

made up by combining two fermentor overview reports so that the first six, most important

groups of max. 10 variables are shown onthefirst page. A request for page 2 showsthe

six less important groups of variables, respectively.

The overview reports indicate the deviations of variables from their set points or normal

values. A group of variables is bound by a solid horisontal line indicating the set point  level. Process alarm limits are shown by dashed lines above and below the set pointline.

Individual deviations of variables are thus shownas vertical line segments starting from

the set point line. The lengths are proportional to the deviation, a variable close to its

normal value is thus represented by a dot.

If any fermentor is not in use, or is under manual control, a state indicating message

is written on the respective area in the plant overview report.
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The overview report is updated periodically by the computer, the interval being a user

specific parameter. To facilitate detection of changes in deviations, the line segments

are lenghtened or shortened only after a 10 % change in deviation. Smaller changes are

thus summed and a specified deviation line segment is updated first when the 10 % limit is

exceeded.

An example of a four fermentor plant overview report is shown in Figure 2.

 
TIME: 14,21 PLANT REPORT

UNITZ
GROUP

 

 

MAY 10 1976

MANUAL CONTROL

 
 

Fermentor overview report
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The fermentor overview is made up of max. 12 groups, the variables in which can be

either measured, derived or manually entered. The groups are numbered and provided

with identifying texts as indicated in Fig. 3. Additional pages of groups can be displayed

sequentially if the total number of variables exceeds the capacity of one report (max.

120 variables/page). The most important variables, however, should be located on the

first page for efficient monitoring.

 

 

Figure 3. A fermentor overview report
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Group report

The group report is a combination of numeric and graphic information about one group

of variables. In this report, the graphic group diagram is shownin an extendedscale.

The individual variables are also provided with max. 10-letter names and identification

codes.

The numeric information is represented in the form of a table, in which the data fields

indicate:

- variable name

- engineering units

- present value

- normal value

- high process alarm limit - low processalarm limit

- valve position (in control system)

- control status (in control system)

Left to the data fields are respective explaining texts. An example of a group reportis

shownin Fig. 4.
 

cr TIME: 14.22 GROUP REPORT MAY 10 1976 N
STATION 1/ GROUP &

FERM FERM SUBST INAIR COOL COOL ROOM
TEMPI TEMP2 TEMP TEMP YEMPl TEMPO TEMP

‘c ‘c ‘c ‘c c 'c c

PV 35.8 36.0 38,2 23.6 22.3 3.2 25.6

sp 30 3,5 30.0 30.0 0.0 32.0 210

HIGH 37.0 373 40.0 400 13,0 35.0 30,0

LOW 32.0 323 200 200 so 30,0 1,0

V-% 87.4

| STAT CA CA

T101 T102 Ta T0& 105 T106 110

Sl A

ner OR ODE EMO HM
A trend report indicates the behaviour of a variable during the past six hours (the time

span is a user specific parameter). The diagram is provided with co-ordinate axis for

time and the variables, as well as the variable identification. Up to four trend diagrams

  
can be displayed simultaneously in a report.
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An example of a trend report is shown in Fig. 5.
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Short interval trend report

A short interval trend represents the history of a variable during past 15 minutes.

After plotting the 15 min. history the computer updates the diagram every 10 seconds,

which allows easy monitoring of a single variable in case of process distrubances or,

specifically, during dynamic process experiments.

The time span and the up-dating interval are batch specific parameters definable by user.

Time diagram

A time diagram displays the history of up to four variables between user given time

limits. Each variable is scaled individually to respective engineering units and marked

by an individual symbol. A text can be keyed into a reserved area in the report for

documentation purposes.
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Alphanumeric reports

 

  

 

Alphanumeric reports are mainly used for alarm monitoring. The most simple reportis
thus an alarm message, which is displayed on the monitor immediately after a violation of
an alarm limit is detected. Alphanumeric reports are either displayed on video monitor A

or printed by the report typewriter.

The basic alphanumeric reports are:

di Alarm state reports

- plant state

- fermentor state

- group state

2, Alarm histories

- plant history

- fermentor history

- group history

- variable history

38 Production reports

- shift reports

- batch report

The alarm state and history reports are normally displayed on video monitor A. If
desired, a paper copy can be obtained on the report printer by pressing the "COPY" key.

The production reports are always printed by the report typewriter.

Alarm state reports

Normally, when the monitor A is not used for other purposes, the plant alarm state

report is displayed. The plant alarm state contains a list of currently valid alarm messages.
Each message includes following information:

- time

- fermentor No.

- variable identification code

- variable name

- alarm status

- present value in engin. units

- engin. units

The messages appear in chronological order. As anew alarm message is generated, a
short sound signal is generated and the variable identification code stays blinking until an
acknowledgementsignal is given by process operator by pressing the key "ALARM QUIT"

in the process operators keyboard.
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An example of a plant alarm state report is given in Figure 7.

f TIME: 14.21 ALARMSTATUS MAY 10 1976 \
 

TIME UNIT ITEM NAME STATE VALUE DIMENS
says Ss F103 «SUBST FLOW LOLM 12.3 KG/H

un 3 NO KLA um 24 1M

1412 3 OUR to uM 122 MOL IH

  \ ER
fe] UI] » suinkıno TEXT

The fermentor state report and group state report are similar in format but thelists

only contain the messages concerning the selected fermentor or a group within it.

Alarm history reports

Alarm history reports are generated from alarm event information stored in system data

files during a batch. The format of history reportsis similar to that of state reports.

The data, however, is organised according to fermentor number. In addition to alarm

limit violation messages, also the time of operator acknowledgement and the time of return

to normal range is indicated in the reports for each variable.

Alarm history reports can also be requested for a single fermentor, a group or a single

variable. The history reports are normally displayed on monitor A, subsequent pressing

of key "PRINT" causes the respective reports to be printed by the report typewriter.

Figure 8. An alarm history report

TIME 22.30 ALARM HISTORY MAY 9 1976

STATION 1

STARTED MAY 9 1976 TIME 18.30

DATE TIME ITEM NAME STATE VALVE DIMENS

9.5 21.10 T105 COOLTEMPI HI LIM 15.2 Cc

95 21.11 TICS COOLTEMP1 QUIT 15.3 Cc

9.5 21.40 TIO] FERM TEMP] HI LIM 37.1 G

9.5 21.41 T102 FERM TEMP 2 BI LIM 37.6 Cc

9.5 21.42 1106 COOLTEMPO HI LIM 30.1 Cc

9.5 21.48 T1105 COOLTEMP1 NORM 14.5 c

9.5 21.52 TIOl FERM TEMP I QUIT 37.5 Cc

9.5 21.52 T1102 FERM TEMP 2 QUIT 37.9 ©

9.5 21.52 T106 COOLTEMPO QUIT 32.) GC

9.5 22.10 TiC6 COOLTEMPO NOPM 29.3 Cc

9.5 2.23 1102 FERM TEMP 2 NORM 36.9 c

9.5 22.28 TIOl FERM TEMP) NORM 36.4 c
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Production reports

The contents and the format of production reports are highly user dependent, and must
be specified for each system. Consequently, a high degreeof flexibility has been
included in the reporting software to allow for example user specified derived variables

to be included in the reports.

Typically, a shift report contains the hourly averages of a selected set of variables,
integrals of raw material and energy consumptions, and produced quantities with averages of
important monitored variables.

The basic contents of a batch report are totals of raw material and energy consumptions,
product quantity, and product analyses.

Production reports are normally written on preprinted forms.

Special reports

A provision is made for user specified special reports. The reports can be alphanum-
eric or graphic or combinations of these. Graphic reports can be displayed on video
monitor A, alphanumeric reports can either be displayed on monitor A or be printed by
the report typewriter.

The graphic reports can also be reproduced by a digital plotter or a hard copy unit.

The alphanumeric reports can be either hard copied or printed by the report typewriter.

In the basic system, provision is made for three special reports. Additional reports can
be included as options.

Figure No. 9. An example of a special report.

TIME 14.21 SPECIALREPORT1 MAY 10 1976
STATION 1

TIME FERM FERM FERM SUBST SUBST AGIT KLA OUR
TEMPI TEMP2 WGHT TEMP FLOW ROTA
c c KG GC BKG/H V/s 1H MOL/H

12.30 37.2 37.5 4600 3.0 35.2 5.20 3.20 162
13.00 37.1 37.4 1466 30.2 36.0 5.20 3.16 16
13.10 37.1 37.4 1472 30.1 47.0 5.20 3.16 171
13.20 37.0 37.3 1480 30.2 6.2 5.20 3.13 165
13.30 36.9 37.2 1490 3.2 8.3 5.20 3.10 16
13.40 36.6 37.1 1300 °3%0.3 8.2 521 53.01 152
13.50 36.4 36.9 1508 90.0 15620) 45315, 42.75 ..142
14.00 36.1 36.6 1315 530,27 ,50:0 04316 12.0 131
14.10 36.3 36.6 15201549032 732.0 :5.3:60752.41 122
14.20 36.4 36.9 1922 30.2 12.0, 4/3316 42.32 120

r101 T102 wı01 =] 8 2 8 $101 N410 N40}
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OPERATING THE PFCS CONTROL PANEL

All communication between the process operator and the PFCS-system is handled by

two process control keyboards and two video monitors located in PFCS process operator’s

control panel. One of the keyboardsis for run time control actions, the other for actions

performed whenstarting and finishing a batch.

All data entry and parameter changeactions performed by the process operator are

based on interactive sequences. All entered data is checked for logical validity. A

confirmation procedure is applied to prevent accidental operating errors.

Features of operating the PFCS-system:

- All functions are concentrated to the process operators panel.

- Operating sequencesare interactive, operator guidance takes place via video monitor A.

- The most common operating sequences are short, typically only one or two

key strokes are needed.

- The operating keys are easily recognised, ergonometric aspects have been

utilized in the design.

- Additional functions can easily be implemented according to the needs of application.

A brief description of the standard operations is givenbelow.

| Run time operations

The run time operations are performed through a dedicated set of control keys. The

keys are organized in two groups:

- video monitor keys

- run time control keyboard

The video monitor keys are located on both sides of and below the screen of monitor B.

These 24 keys are used for requesting the reports displayed on monitor B as well as

requesting the reports of variables currently displayed in a group report on monitor B.

The run control keyboard is located on the operator console desk and contains 37

function keys plus separate alphabetic and numeric groups. The keyboard is shownin

Figure No 10.
TARGET
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Video monitor keys

 

  

The video monitor keys are located on the sides of the screen of monitor B, as indicated

by Figures 2 and 4. The keysonthe left and right sides of the screen define the fermentor

numberin plant overview report or the group numberin fermentor overview report,

respectively.

In the PFCS-system only four of these keys (keys 2, 5, 8 and 11) are used for fermentor

addressing corresponding to fermentors 1 to 4. All keys, however, are used for group

addressing within a fermentor overview report, as indicated by Fig. 3.

In a two fermentor system, the plant overview report is actually made upofthe first

pages of the fermentor overview reports, which are displayed simultaneously. Thus, no

fermentor addressing is needed. Instead, direct addressing of groups is performed by

respective keys both in the plant report and the fermentor report.

After selecting a specific group of a preselected fermentor, the keys located below the

screen can be used for selecting a single variable for trend display. Four trend diagrams

can be simultaneously displayed on the monitor A. Any variable not being a member of

the group currently displayed on monitor B, can be selected for trend display using the

run control keyboard.

Run control keys

Requests for other system reports as well as the actual process control operations are

performed through the run control keyboard. The keyboard consists of four functionally

different key sets:

- target selection keys

- report specification keys

- loop control keys

- operation keys

Target selection keys

The target selection keys are used for defining the object of a function to be performed.

Different addressing levels are: the plant, a fermentor, a specific group of variables in

a fermentor, and a variable within a group. A variable is selected by first selecting the

fermentor number and then keying in a four character code. Thefirst character is one of

the 16 letters in the alphabetic key group, the three others form a three digit number.
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Report specification keys

The report specification keys are for:

% Reports

- graphic report

- alarm state report

- alarm history report

- batch report

2 Special reports

- shift report

- special report1

! special report 2

- special report 3

3; Time diagrams

- trend

short interval trend

- time diagram

The report specification keys are used to indicate the report type,

is then defined by means of target selection keys.

Loop control keys

This set of keys includes:

87

the target of a report

- The keys to select measurement or control loop parameters to be displayed

and/or changed

- The keys to alter selected loop parameters

- The keys to change the on/off-status of the selected loop

Operation keys

These keys are used for following purposes:

- to accept a value given or changed

- to cancelthe latest entered value

- to cancel the entire operating sequence

- to quit alarms

- to enter new system time after power failure

- to get acopy of any report on report printer or plotter
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Batch control operations

There is a separate keyboard for starting and stopping of fermentation batch processes.

This keyboard has three main key groups:

- fermentor selection keys

- batch control keys

- calibration keys

The layout of this keyboard is shown in Figure No 11. Asa general feature the CLEAR-

key cancels any operating sequence entered from this keyboard.

Figure No 11. Lay-out of the batch control keyboard.

 

CALIBRATION
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Operating errors

The computer controls the sequence of operations and the meaningfulness of the given

data. If the operator makes an error during operating sequences, the monitor will be

cleared and an error message is displayed. Then the computer waits for the next operation
until a given time has elapsed. If no new operation is given, the plant report is displayed

on monitor B and the alarm status is displayed on monitor A. This is the normal state, to

which the computer returns after time-outs.

If the computer detects an error during an input value sequence, the value is asked a

new and in some cases also an error messageis displayed.

System console operations

The PFCS-system is started from the system console. Also the run control of the part of
optional software, which is performed in the background, is started via the system console.

The batch run parameters and recipes are loaded into memory from the cassette tape

unit attached to the system console.
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4, GENERAL CONCEPT OF MAN-MACHINE INTERFACING FOR COMPUTER COUPLED

PILOT-FERMENTATION PLANTS

In the previous section a rather detailed description was given of the computer-control

room operator interface in a PFCS-system. As indicated in section 1, there are two other

interfaces to be considered when discussing the total automation system, namely:

1. The interface between the plant operators and the process equipment.

2. The interface between the process engineers and the automation system.

Also, the interface between the control room operator (s) and the automation system

includes additional features to those discussed in chapter3.

To visualize the realization of the additional interfaces in PFCS-system the general

concept of automation needs to be specified. In the PFCS-concept the following tasks for

the automation system are considered:

1. Monitoring and control of fermentation batches.

2. Production reporting.

3. Analyzing the collected data.

The monitoring and control of fermentation batches includes the following stages:

1. sterilization

calibration of instruments

inocculation

fermentation

product recovery

a
u

F
w
W
s

washing

In the PFCS-concept, all of the above stages can be centrally controlled through the

process operator ’s console. For this purpose, the additional keys for starting and stopping

the sterilization, inocculation, product recovery, and washing sequences would be located in

the batch control keyboard, Figure 11. The actual sequence control logic can either be

performed by the process computer or a separate programmable logic system, whichis

supervised by the process computer.

In the automated system described above, the plant operator is only performing mainten-

ance and preparation tasks. Thus his interface with the processis made upof a few locally

controlled valves and the field controls of pumps and motors. In most cases today some of

the stages 1, 3, 5, and 6 are not automated, and then a local control panel for each fermentor

is needed.

The additional interfaces for the control room operator for batch monitoring and control

are located in the PFCS-operator’s console. These include:

- A mimic diagram for each fermentor provided with lamps indicating the running

states of motors and pumpsaswell as the states of on/off-valves.

A
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- A miniature alarm annunciator panel located beside each mimic diagram.

- A set of back-up digital displays and analog controllers for each fermentor.

To summarize: The control room operator-automation system interface includes both the

process computer peripherals mainly devoted to tasks in the fermentation and calibration

stages, and the operating controls of optional sequence logic systems as well as back-up

instrumentation.

The interface between process engineers and the automation system includes the following

equipment:

1. the system console

2. report printers

3. optionally: a digital plotter 
The functions performed by these devices include:

Entering and modifying batch parameters such as recipes, control profiles etc

- Printing of batch reports, shift reports and daily reports

Plotting of time histories of measured or derived variables

Performing statistical analyses on the collected data and printing/plotting the

results

Excluding the printing of reports initiated by the process operator through the run

control keyboard, these functions are controlled through the system console by means of

conversational dialogues. Preferably, the system console, report printers, and the digital

plotter are located in a separate room together with the computer hardware.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The proper design of the man-machineinterface is vital to the succesful operation of an

automation system. By utilization of the capabilities of a process computer together with

today’s graphic CRT-displays, more compactand effective interfaces can be realized than

by means of conventional analog instrumentation.

Although the concepts presented in chapters 3 and 4 are presently applied to a pilot

fermentation plant most of the basic designs are readily applicable for an industrial product-

ion plant. In fact, the general concept is currently applied by Rintekno in designing a

hierarchic multi-computer system for industrial fermentation plants.
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